Photos on Canvas Offers Exciting Alternative for Displaying Cherished
Memories
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(United Kingdom – 25th April 2012) It is often the case that photographs are taken, uploaded and
forever lost on social media sites. Photos on Canvas (http://www.photosoncanvas.net/) is offering an
innovative alternative to displaying photographs which allows people to showcase their cherished memories
in a beautifully stylish way.
Printing photographs on to canvas prints has become increasingly popular of late. Perfect as art work
for the home or as a unique gift, canvas prints from Photos on Canvas are available in a diverse range of
choices. Photos on Canvas customers can upload their photographs with the easy upload feature on the
site and edit their photograph according to personal preference.
There is plenty of choice when it comes to editing and creating a bright and colourful print. The
classic canvas print is ideal for anyone who things their photograph is perfect as it is whilst the split
panel canvas are popular for those with landscape photographs or larger rooms.
Photos on Canvas also provides customers a choice of free custom effects. Colour is the obvious choice
but for anyone that wishes to create a nostalgic or intense looking print, the black and white or sepia
custom effects are also available.
Once customers have created their print, they simply wait whilst the team creates their stunning print.
Customers who order before 2pm will receive their canvas print the very next day for free. What’s
more, all prints come with a ten year guarantee because the team are so sure of their quality.
To browse the full range of customisation options and to create a personalised canvas print, simply visit
PhotosonCanvas.net.
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